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Visual Anatomy of an Article – Lessons
Learned and Taught in Five Figures
Michel Rickhaus*
Dedicated to Professor Michal Juríček on the occasion of his fortieth birthday

Abstract: To grow is to teach. In that spirit this article aims to teach best practice for visualizations and at the
same time to highlight some of the harvest we could reap in our lab. Following figures recently published in
one of our manuscripts, we demonstrate how creativity in figure-making goes hand in hand with storytelling, a
deepened understanding of the scientific work and an increase in lateral thinking inside the research avenue.
We hope it will help to promote scientific visualizations as a useful, even if sometimes harsh, mirror to give new
angles to the laboratory work.
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Michel Rickhaus started his research
group at the University of Zurich in August
2019 as an SNSF Ambizione fellow. His
main themes are synthesis of polyaromatic
species and supramolecular assemblies.
Besides the lab, he spends hours making
figures, thinks about visual tools and how
to pass knowledge on to the next generation, drinks lots of tea in the process and
generally loves to bring talent together.
The Design Process
How do you approach figures? Raise your hand if it goes something like this: you perform experiments, you collate the data. You
write up the results, make graphs or figures and drop them in the
manuscript, caption it something like “NMR of structure 1a”, then
move to spend weeks optimizing your surrounding text. For many of
us, it took a lot longer to compile and analyze the data and write the
manuscript than it did to showcase the data. Default setting of your
data treatment program is usually the way to go. Click, export, done.
Writing a manuscript is a solitary thing. It is hard, especially
the first time, but generally accepted to be essential for a scientist.
Making figures on the other hand, is a lot like cooking. Everyone has
to eat, so we learn how to feed ourselves. Graphics are the meat in
a manuscript so we all make them, but there is a difference between
being fed and eating well. With everything that is going on, there
is little time to learn visual design. And hence the relief that most
software can generate some sort of graph automatically. What seems
almost forgotten in the process is that it is people that will read the
paper. And people are a visually driven species. It is estimated that
about 10 Mb/s of the sensory influx in our brain is dedicated to visual
processing, roughly eight times more than all other senses combined.
[1] Yet, when it comes to visualizing our data, we often stick to the
default approach. Why? Maybe because visualizations seem to require complex programs, or maybe your peers do not see it as time
well spent. Why make good figures if the audience already knows
what is going on? And there lies the danger: you may have seen your
data hundreds of times, spent some good few years with it in fact.
*Correspondence: Dr. M. Rickhaus, E-mail: michel.rickhaus@chem.uzh.ch,
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But most people haven’t (and won’t). And if they don’t get it, they
won’t endorse it. Thinking of how to present your data and how to
make it accessible quickly is as important as the data itself – if you
want to make a lasting impact that is. Have pity on the reader,[2] as
Kurt Vonnegut puts it, aim to make others understand – and therefore
be understood.
Missing experience in visualizations can serve as Occam’s razor – the struggle with mise-en-scène, having limited knowhow
and available abilities for visualizations can help in simplifying
the process. Conversely, most often one eventually finds it is the
underlying story one is struggling with – not the technical aspects
of figure making. Making good figures is merciless in revealing the limit of one’s understanding. But the research is, at least
in my experience, the better for it. At the University of Zurich,
we have begun to teach data visualization as a graduate course
(Visualize your Science – make others see what you mean, CHE
915). Together with my colleague and dear friend Prof. Michal
Juríček (to whom this article is dedicated), we have taken the first
steps to help our students expand their graphical literacy. And in
turn we were found to be strongly influenced in our own research.
This tutorial highlights a few lessons learned that helped us to
design approachable figures – we showcase those in the form of a
commentary of selected figures from our latest article. Each of these
figures stands representative for a distinct role within a research
paper: the first figure of the article (the underappreciated gateway),
the data figure (how we can guide the reader through our treated
datasets) with a little excursion on presenting larger datasets, the
table (how to navigate numbers & indicators) and the TOC figure
(the one-shot marketing chance).
Shape-assisted Self-assembly
Central to good (visual) communication is to know what you
intend to communicate. In our laboratory, one of the fundamental
questions we ask is: what governs intermolecular order? Having
worked as a materials chemist, I have experienced how one can
shape functional structures by careful molecular modifications.
As a synthetic chemist, I have also learned to appreciate the challenges to scale these systems to the size regime of the semiconductor industry. By sticking to what we know best – that is, how to
make small molecules – we can bridge the persistent size gap. We
introduce structural information in monomers that sorts them into
large arrays with function as an emergent consequence of their
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order. But to structure assemblies, one needs to direct the intermolecular interaction. Besides the covalent bond, which is prone to
error propagation when performed sequentially for large numbers
of times, it is soft interactions that are particularly suited to instigate intermolecular order. Most prominently used are salt bridges
or hydrogen bonds; appending those to a sufficiently rigid core
that holds them in a favorable arrangement can lead to astonishing
polymeric structures. The strength of such a ‘soft’ assembly compared to a covalent polymer is that the monomers usually stay interchangeable, leading to self-healing, stimuli-responsive systems.
From a molecular design point, the core of such monomers is typically seen as a placeholder, or with sufficiently large π-systems,
as a chromophoric or electronic platform but not necessarily as
a structuring element. This is where our shape-based approach
comes in – what if we could get the core to assist in the assembly?[3] That might liberate the sidechains for function and maybe
even allow to dispose of strong interactions altogether, enabling a
finer gain of responsiveness. As polyaromatic chemists, we settled
– surprise – on π–π interactions as our weak monodirectional interaction of choice. The simplest electronic analogue we intend to
mimic are wires, which translates to discotic stacks in the lingo of
supramolecular chemists. Polyaromatics are known for their abil-
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ity to twist and bend when defects are introduced into their lattice
or bulk is attached to their rim. It seemed logical that monomers
composed of a saddle-shaped core would approach each other such
that their π–π interactions would be maximized. They could do so
only by stacking eclipsed onto each other, the saddle acting as a
directional bias. That is in a nutshell our concept of shape-assisted
self-assembly. And that is the story we tell in our manuscript.[3]
The First Figure
In my experience, the first manuscript figure is underused and
underappreciated. The reader has already opened your article, so
why bother with an explanatory figure? I would argue that often
the abstract figure (or TOC figure) will not be shown in the PDF
and hence it falls to this figure to convince the reader to stay on.
As chemists, we are not just curators of data. Behind our work
stands data creation and with it a concept, an idea. The first figure
of the manuscript should reflect that and set the mood. Think of it
as a map that localizes your reader. It contains information about
the type of chemistry, the molecules or systems, and entices with
the outlines of the chosen approach. In our case, the idea that
shape will guide an assembly by restricting the possibilities of
successful interaction. The rest? We let the figure talk.

the first figure is your gateway

It is seen usually on the first page and is the only figure people are guaranteed to look at. Make sure it conveys your main story with
utmost clarity. This figure should give a sense of the concept, the chemistry involved and the relevance without too much data.

Universal Design
Curvature restricts rotational
and translational freedom in
stacked assemblies

the little things
little arrows are a
great way to
indicate trends

more freedom

bowl

N

saddle

the space between
note the spacing and
alignments of the fonts.
Creating white space
between units helps our
brain to group correctly
and navigate the figure

use text
annotate directly in
the figure. The
caption is far away

Molecular Realization

Schematic of a versatile, non-planar
macrocycle composed of four
2,2’–connected units (carbazole and
pyridine → carpyridine)

R

disc

higher order

R
R= H
C(CH3)3
C6H13
C8H17
C12H25

R

N
H
H
N

forgo the caption
the title should be informative
and the header contain
all relevant information.
Note the distinct heavy font
that generates a clear visual
hierarchy. No need for
sequential numbering (a, b, c)

N

R
2H-Car-H
2H-Car-tBu
2H-Car-C6
2H-Car-C8
2H-Car-C12

key players
the molecules in the paper
are outlined clearly and serve
as a point of reference. Bold
highlights the main players

Assembly Principle

Shape-assisted self-assembly leads to
formation of unidimensional stacks that
subsequently laterally associate to form
single-layer sheets

keep it quiet
if the story is clear,
there is no need for
lots of color. Color
is the most
important channel,
use it wisely. Muted
colors are a great
way to orient
between figures

1. Shape
orients the
individual units
into columns

3. Short alkyl chains enable
layer segregation

10 nm
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2. Lateral association of the columns
by weak VdW interactions
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The Data Figure
Noticed how we did not need a lengthy paragraph explaining
the concept? The first figure basically worked on its own. And
there was not even a caption. Now, the reader has understood the
concept and the broad sense of the paper, he/she has obtained a
sense of orientation and is hungry for more. Excellent. Time to
pitch data. Data comes in wide variety and there are excellent
guides on how to present data using a variety of methods, plot
types, and so on (see the reference section and for some suggestions, see the end of the article). Instead, let us now consider the
intention of data figures. Mostly, they are there to build confidence in the presented work. Data figures in a manuscript are
highlight figures—the full dataset will be stored in the supporting
information (SI). Summarizing data is difficult in itself but especially hard is striking the right balance between accuracy without
overload and simplification without imprecision.
Set the right tone. Generally, a subdued figure is better. The
reader at this point is already invested. Using color sparingly but
to the maximal effect, highlighting areas of interest while forgoing effects like drop shadows and blurs helps to strike a tone of
quiet competence.
Use labels. It is a common practice to add all information
in the caption and try to minimize text in a figure. But consider
a map, arguably a highly visual representation of spatial data.
Mentally move all annotations of that map to captions and legends. Now consider describing a road on that map. Hard, right?
Adding text to data figures helps with navigation. If you have a
data outlier, why not annotate it with ‘increased background scattering’. Or a kink in a progressive line: adding a little arrow and
writing ‘addition of catalyst’. Treating data figures as maps can
help to substantially improve accessibility.
Dare to leave out. The supporting information is the place for
complete, detailed displays of datasets. The manuscript is not.
You need to select, and not only in the overall number of figures.
There are two strategies that are often used in the world of data
visualization: highlight or exemplify.
Highlight. When incorporating lots of traces in a data figure,
it soon becomes crowded. A common choice is to strike a balance
between included data traces and those left out. Usually, that results in too many graphs in the same plot because the more data
you can show, the more convincing your trends and thus your
conclusions become. A trick that data visualists play, especially

with large datasets, is to show all of them, but without color or
annotation, almost like a background. Only a few key traces are
highlighted with full annotation. In this way, one profits from the
combined dataset without visually overwhelming the reader. The
data is shown fully annotated as single graphs in the SI. This approach is particularly good for line graphs with changes over time.
Exemplify. If the dataset contains many similar examples
that strongly overlap, an exemplifying approach can be more
beneficial: a single data trace is selected (for instance an NMR
spectrum). The subsequent datasets are not shown but treated and
parameters derived. An appended table just underneath the figure
shows changes in shifts (or association constants, or …), which
facilitates comparisons while maintaining visual interest. An additional bonus of this strategy is that the spectra shown can accommodate more annotations.
The Table Figure
Most of us never really consider tables as being a visual tool.
But tables are everywhere. Websites are essentially nothing else
than sophisticated versions of tables. In the scientific context, a
good table can help to indicate trends and give overviews over
the derived parameters of the presented work. Compared to other
figures, there are good rules for constructing solid tables, of which
we show a few in the corresponding figure. An exemplary guide
is found in ref. [4].
The Table of Contents (TOC) Figure
Finally, the TOC figure. It is meant as a graphical summary
of the manuscript and featured on the website of the publisher.
From my experience, this figure is usually almost an afterthought.
After all, your story has come together, the manuscript is ready to
be submitted (or already has been accepted), so the TOC figure
seems not that important. Right? It is true that for you, this figure
usually comes last in the design process. But for your public it
comes first. The TOC figure is the point of contact when browsing
social media, the ASAP pages of the journals, etc. We are visual
beings and drawn to figures, and especially color. The TOC figure is thus often studied before the title. A good summary figure
is key to getting noticed. It should be seen as the cumulation of
a manuscript more than a necessary evil. And nothing states that
you have understood the presented science more than when you
are able to tell the entire story in a single image.

the data figure is your tool to convince

Data figures are hard. They need to be interesting and reduced but without hiding. A good data figure gets to the point but remains clear
and unbiased. Dare to leave out, you have an entire SI to back the conclusions up. Again, knowing the story is key.

Rigidity increases at high and low temperatures

hierarchy
the two datasets
are visually
grouped. The single
line helps with the
hierarchy (no need
for boxes)

little helpers
arrows are a good
way to indicate
sequence direction

annotate!
annotations help to
understand what is
going on

Selected 1H NMR resonances in toluene-d8 or 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 (TCE)
and corresponding DOSY coeﬀicients. At ~253 K in toluene-d8 the system is in high
exchange, while both lowering and increasing the temperatures leads to
conformational rigidity
in toluene

in TCE

multiple
environments
D = 1.1 x 10–9 m2/s

state what is going on
the title should be descriptive
and tell what is going on (and
not what it is about). A boring
title would be: Variable
temperature NMR. Use it to
drive your main point home

343 K

highlight
in this graphic we have
omitted as much data as
possible to highlight the main
diﬀerences in temperature
response in two solvents. The
most important changes are
highlighted in red

313

5.5 x 10–10 (298 K)

283
high mobility
2.5 x 10–10

253

223

alkyl resonances
broaden
3.2 x 10–11

196
9.6

7.4

2.8

9.6

7.4

2.8 ppm

break it up
note how the temperatures
are directly incorporated into
the figure and help to
distinguish between the
datasets
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excursion: presenting data differently

To show multiple datasets, we often tend to show them all at once, either by showing them as individual graphs side-by-side or as a composite in a single graph. Two strategies that
create much better visual interest while maintaining integrity are either to highlight and label only the most important graphs, while the others are shown but without emphasis or color
and not labeled. Or by picking an exemplary graph and show the derived data in a table underneath for comparison. The full datasets are shown in the Supporting Information (SI).

highlighting
all six data traces are shown,
but only a representative
trace is emphasized. The
others remain unlabeled and
colorless

use the SI
don’t show too much
in the main
manuscript - six times
the same graph gets
boring fast. To show
all data is what the SI
is for. Instead,
consider the two
strategies on the right

exemplify and derive
pick a highlight or a
representative example and
show the full graph, including
annotations. Derive the other
dataset (calculating KDor shift
changes, etc.). Show this data
in an associated table directly
underneath

spectral change
weak transition

addition of L

#

KD

#

KD

1
2
3

K1
K2
K3

4
5
6

K4
K5
K6

the table as a visual tool

Tables are great! The ruleset of making good tables is usually similar and exemplified below going from the raw table (top-left) to the final product (bottom right). A more
comprehensive ruleset can be found in Journal of Benefit-Cost Analysis, 2020, 11, 151-178.

T/K
293
283
273
263
253
243
233
223
213
203

Ha
9.78
9.77
9.77
9.76
9.74
9.72
9.70
9.69
9.67
9.65

Hb
8.02
8.02
8.02
8.03
8.03
8.04
8.04
8.04
8.04
8.04

T/K Ha

HC
7.42
7.41
7.40
7.40
7.39
7.39
7.35
7.33
7.31
7.29

293
283
273
263
253
243
233
223
213
203

9.78
9.77
9.77
9.76
9.74
9.72
9.70
9.69
9.67
9.65

Hb

HC

T/K

Ha

Hb

HC

T/K Ha

8.02
8.02
8.02
8.03
8.03
8.04
8.04
8.04
8.04
8.04

7.42
7.41
7.40
7.40
7.39
7.39
7.35
7.33
7.31
7.29

293
283
273
263
253
243
233
223
213
203

9.78
9.77
9.77
9.76
9.74
9.72
9.70
9.69
9.67
9.65

8.02
8.02
8.02
8.03
8.03
8.04
8.04
8.04
8.04
8.04

7.42
7.41
7.40
7.40
7.39
7.39
7.35
7.33
7.31
7.29

293 9.78 8.02 7.42

stage 1: hierarchy
separate the header and the
bottom. Don’t do gridlines. Align
text to left numbers to right

stage 0: Raw table

Hb

HC

283 9.77 8.02 7.41
273 9.77 8.02 7.40
263 9.76 8.03 7.40
253 9.74 8.03 7.39
243 9.72 8.04 7.39
233 9.70 8.04 7.35
223 9.69 8.04 7.33

stage 2: reading direction
spacing guides the reading direction. Left
to right: add spacers between rows. Top to
bottom: add spaces between columns

213 9.67 8.04 7.31
203 9.65 8.04 7.29

stage 4: declutter and annotate
decluttering is key. The newly added shift trends are only needed when new changes happen, so
we can safely delete them. Same goes for repeated units etc. Indexes are great for adding
annotations below the bottom line of the table. Titles typically go on top
stage 3: highlight outliers
indicate regions of interest in your data. Here we are looking at shift changes
in the data, so we include them and mark substantial outliers

NMR shifts (center of signal) of the 2H-Car-C6
aromatic region in toluene-d8 (δ; ∆δ) in ppm

T/K

Ha

Hb

HC

T/K

Ha

Hb

HC

293
283
273
263
253
243
233
223
213
203

9.78, +/−0.00
9.77, −0.01
9.77, −0.01
9.76, −0.02
9.74, −0.04
9.72, −0.06
9.70, −0.08
9.69, −0.09
9.67, −0.11
9.65, −0.14

8.02, +/−0.00
8.02, +/−0.00
8.02, +/−0.00
8.03, +0.01
8.03, +0.01
8.04, +0.02
8.04, +0.02
8.04, +0.02
8.04, +0.02
8.04, +0.02

7.42, +/−0.00
7.41, −0.01
7.40, −0.02
7.40, −0.02
7.39, −0.03
7.39, −0.03
7.35, −0.05
7.33, −0.09
7.31, −0.11
7.29, −0.13

293
283
273
263
253
243
233
223
213
203

9.78
9.77, −0.01
9.77
9.76, −0.02
9.74, −0.04
9.72, −0.06
9.70, −0.08
9.69, −0.09
9.67, −0.11
9.65, −0.14

8.02
8.02
8.02
8.03, +0.01
8.03
8.04, +0.02
8.04
8.04
8.04
8.04

7.42
7.41a, −0.01
7.40a, −0.02
7.40a
7.39a, −0.03
7.39a
7.35a, −0.05
7.33a, −0.09
7.31a, −0.11
7.29a, −0.13

a

broad, assignment unclear
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Design for the medium. The TOC figure is different for the
journal you publish in than for Twitter (or any other social media
outlet) and different again for newspaper outlets. It needs to be
adaptable enough for any media.
Reduce to the max. Simplicity is key and nowhere as important as in a TOC figure. Microsoft used eye-tracking software to
analyze how long people look at tweets. On average: 2.92 seconds.[5] There is very (!) little time to make someone understand
what is going on in the manuscript.
Beware of color. Color is probably the most powerful visual
channel we have. If you plan to use it in a TOC figure, use it to the
maximal effect, highlighting the single most important feature of
your figure. Multiple colors tend to blend together when scrolling,
so usually one or maybe two is more than enough.
A common theme. If you choose to have multiple images published, say for a highlight article somewhere besides your manuscript, make sure they tell a common story. A cornerstone of our
story is the role of saddle-shapes, so we made sure to have it
featured anywhere we can.
Closing Remarks
Making good figures is hard, but not necessarily for the technical aspects. A good figure can easily come out of Excel or

PowerPoint as much as a dedicated high-end software solution.
The key is almost always not the artistic ability in data-driven
visualizations, but in knowing the story one wants to tell. The
question should not be what color to use but what aspects are
important, what is the conceptual novelty of the work, whether to
convince or represent. Figures are the cumulation of an elevator
pitch. You have spent years obtaining your data and your figures
should reflect that in the best possible way. Work by identifying
the main arch, then decide in how many acts the story will be told.
Sketch things, no need for anything fancy, paper and pen will do
nicely. It will help you to keep things simple and approachable.
Discuss the figures with your peers, you are designing for others
after all. Again, making figures can be an excellent self-check to
identify knowledge gaps.
Most importantly, do not be afraid to experiment, to iterate and
to throw away. It takes a while to get it right even for the most seasoned designer and it is often this process that uncovers additional
aspects and viewpoints. Done right, drawing figures can lead to a
deepened understanding of one’s own work. And by consequence,
finally to be understood.

in medias res with the TOC figure

The TOC figure is the doorway for your readers. Keep it simple, but not plain. It should maximize clarity and help the readers
orient - remember they haven’t read the paper yet. Use color sparingly and to maximal eﬀect.
a highlight data
figure and a short
sentence for those
that want more

Shape-Assisted
Self-Assembly

monolayered
nanosheets from
curved units
driven by
weak
interactions
only

a simple, artistic rendition of
what this is about: shape,
control, precision, order

0.5 μm

advertise beyond the TOC figure

If you design for a news outlet or a cover, you can really let your artistic side shine. Note how thematically it links up with the
TOC figure and the theme of the paper. We have the shape-assisted aspect, we see the material top-down (like in the TOC figure)
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